In the midst of the transnational turn in American letters and historiography, Carrie Hyde explores the nature of "civic longing," in which real and imagined outsiders cultivated a desire to be part of the American nation. A work of literary criticism, Hyde argues that, prior to the 14 th amendment, citizenship in the U.S. was defined through "culture" rather than law. "In the absence of a centralized legal definition of citizenship," Hyde writes, questions of citizenship were explored through "political philosophy, Christian theology, natural law, literature, and didactic writing" (8).
Hyde argues that American ideals of citizenship were not created from the center out. Instead of being defined primarily or solely by white Protestant men, "the individuals excluded from full political membership" articulated the benefits of belonging. Outsiders real and fictional helped Americans experience the costs of exclusion. The result was that through literature broadly defined, Americans felt a sense of "civic longing."
Hyde argues that for this formative era in American history, scholars must put aside their bias for legal sources. Instead, fiction and other kinds of literature were vital to defining the contours, benefits, and meaning of citizenship. Where law might dictate, culture permitted the formation of the "political subjunctive," an "aspirational mode of politicking" in which readers could imagine what political membership "might or should be," rather than just what it was or must be (16). Through literature's capacity to invoke the subjunctive, Americans struggled to determine what it meant to belong to the nation, and who belonged.
The first chapter provides an overview of the "definitional poverty of 'citizenship'" in the early republic. Jurists complained that there was no clause or specific state or national set of laws that could determine who was or was not a citizen, and to what rights or privileges citizens were entitled. U.S. Attorney General Edward Bates in 1862 noted the "fruitless search in our law books and the records of our courts, for a satisfactory definition of the phrase citizen of the United States" (19). This mattered because Bates and others were struggling over whether African Americans were to be considered American citizens. Chief Justice Roger Taney had recognized the need for clarity and, in Dred Scott (1857), offered a highly questionable historical account to prove that black Americans had never been U.S. citizens. As Bates suggested, the real story was much more complicated, and in the era before the law-in Dred Scott and then the 14 th amendment-sought to impose certainty, Americans turned to other sources.
No source was invoked, Hyde argues in chapter two, more than the Bible. Americans embraced the notion of "citizenship in heaven" to offer analogies to citizenship in the here and now. Indeed, Hyde writes, the emergence of Christian nationalism cannot be dismissed as primarily reactionary or exclusionary. Instead, Christian nationalism enabled "claims to political membership" (47). Christian nationalism sought to resolve a fundamental and real problem for For readers in the midst of the Civil War, dealing with secession and the unbelievable human costs of the war, Hale's story allowed them to imagine the anguish of being without a nation.
And Hale recognized that this anguish was analogous to the anguish of enslaved people brought to the U.S. never to hear from or see their homes again. Hale's story "uses its protagonist's punitive exile from the nation to reconceive of patriotism as a form of national longing" (167).
For the story's readers, to be denied membership in the nation was a horror that reinforced their desire to be part of the nation, and perhaps to expand access to membership to excluded minorities.
Hyde's excellent book makes a strong case for the role of culture and literature in shaping
American understandings of what it meant to be a member of the nation in the era before the 14 th amendment asserted law's authority. It emphasizes the notion of membership, challenging accounts that focus primarily on legal history, such as Rogers Smith's Civic Ideals (1997) and James Kettner's The Development of American Citizenship 1608 Citizenship -1870 Citizenship (1978 . To Hyde, rediscovering the role of culture allows us to imagine a more flexible, more contingent, set of ideas about membership than the law. It allows for the subjunctive, not just the indicative. 
